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Fragment Impact Gun Testing
Background
 U.S. IM fragment impact testing
•
•

MIL-STD-2105D
NATO STANAG 4496, Ed. 1

 Standard test: 253090 m/s
•

Alternate test of 183060 m/s

 Standard fragment (projectile) geometry
 Several loosely defined and undefined
characteristics that can affect the test item
response
•
•
•
•

Velocity variation
Projectile tilt upon impact
Aim point variation
Fragment material characteristics
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Typical FI Test Setup

Test Item
Support NSWC
Table DahlgrenSabot
Stripper
Plate
TOA
Gun
Screens
3 meters

4.5 meters

Redstone Test Center
 Essentially, the test item is as close to
gun as possible without causing damage
to the gun. This is done in order to
Redstone Test Center
reduce aim point variability.
 Fragment velocities are measured using
either make/break screens or
photographic techniques.
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Fragment Impact Gun Testing
Projectile Velocity Challenges
 Desired Velocities
• 1830 m/s: well within the capability of a broad number
of gun systems and cost effective
• 2530 m/s: consistently and cost effectively can be more
challenging
• 253090 m/s=2620 m/s: standard extreme often used
for engineering development
• 3048 m/s: some interests in over testin

 Single stage powder gun: cost effective
• Commonly 40mm with sabot
• Tight grouping at 2620 m/s is challenging

 Two stage light gas gun: less cost effective
• Can achieve 3048 m/s and higher
• Probably don’t want a standard that requires a 2 stage
gun
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Typical FI Laboratory Gun

NSWC Dahlgren

Majority of testing is
completed using
single stage 40mm
powder guns

GD-OTS

 High velocity testing tends to produce barrel erosion
•
•

Replaceable barrel section, known as the wear section
Wear section is replaced when significant wear is observed
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Typical FI Laboratory Gun
Sabot
ARDEC

GD-OTS

 Gun barrel wear produces an increasing barrel diameter
over time
•
•
•

must be compensated
maintain velocity
maintain velocity consistency

•
•

piecemeal sabot diameter to the measured bore
addition of material to a nominal diameter sabot for improved fit

 Compensation for the barrel wear
 Variation in gun powder and ignition can be detrimental
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Typical FI Laboratory Gun

AFRL
Eglin AFB

Two Stage Light Gas Gun
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Velocity Measurement
Typical Break and Make Screens

Potential screen measurement error
• movement of the screens before testing
• fragment rotation during flight
• potential pre-triggering: high velocity debris, preceding air shock
Typical screen displacement of 60cm, a 5 mm error would account for a
0.8% velocity calculation error, or about 20 m/s at a velocity of 2530 m/s.
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Velocity Measurement
High Speed Framing Images
AFRL
Eglin AFB

GD-OTS

Image Blur

 0.7 s exposure results in 1.8 mm of motion blur at 2530 m/s.
 This motion blur is observed on all images.
 Try to mitigate this effect: velocity measurements can be taken from
the four corners of the projectile and then average them.
 Common standard deviation of 16 m/s in these calculations.
 Projectile rotation is also an issue
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Velocity Measurement
Fragment Drag
Calculated projectile velocity vs. distance
(drag coefficient of 1.4).

The projectile slows down during flight!
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Projectile Tilt
Eglin AFB

AFRL

GD-OTS

 STANAG 4496 Ed. 1: no tilt specification
•
•
•
•

Standard fragment is aerodynamically unstable
Sabot can provide torque to rear of fragment upon separation
Gun dynamics: balloting, support harmonics, muzzle exit jump
Common fragment tilts of 30˚ or higher

•
•

Possible source for response variation
Initial shock into the test item varies with fragment tilt

•
•

Normally not reported
Often no supporting photography or other data to assess

 Fragment tilt on impact

 Fragment tilt can be difficult to measure
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Projectile Aimpoint

 Laser bore scope commonly used
•
•
•

Small laser precision mounted into a cylindrical rod
Outside rod diameter fits snugly inside the barrel
Potential for aim point errors due to fit issues

•

Assumed aim point as the center of the circle

 Common practice to rotate the bore scope in the barrel
to project a circle on the target
 Optical bore scope sometimes used
 Most test facilities have implemented high precision
barrel fits with long inside barrel cylinders in order to
achieve improved laser aim point alignment.
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Fragment Material Property
 STANAG specification
•
•

Mild, carbon steel
Brinell Hardness (HB) less than 270

•
•

Lies within the STANAG specification
Significant margin for mechanical properties

 In the U.S. common use of ASTM1018 steel
 Potential source for IM response variation
• The fragment commonly breaks up during impact
• Mechanical properties variation causes break up
variation
• Subsequent IM response variation
 Particularly applicable to IM mitigation associated with
packaging and launch containers
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Fragment Impact Gun Testing
Conclusions
 All of the surveyed U.S. fragment impact testing facilities
meet the STANAG 4496 Ed. 1 Fragment Impact, Munitions
Test Procedure requirements
 Improved test precision is often desired in order to reduce
IM response variations for engineering development
•
•
•
•

Projectile velocity
Projectile tilt
Projectile aim point
Projectile material properties

•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigating improved sabot designs and materials
Assuring good sabot to barrel fits
Closely controlling ignition and propellants
Accounting for projectile drag
Improved precision velocity measurements
High precision aiming hardware and procedures

 Methods to reduce testing variation should result in a lower
number of required tests and a reduction in overall testing
costs.
 Some potential cost effective measures
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Fragment Impact Gun Testing
Conclusions

 Longer term methods to address testing variation
•

Potential gun designs to reduce detrimental gun wear and
dynamics

 A review of STANAG 4496 Ed. 1 may be warranted
•
•
•

Objective of practically improving the test precision and resulting
test result variation
Consistent with realistic fragment threats
Areas of concern: projectile shape, projectile aerodynamics,
projectile impact tilt, aim point tolerance and the standard fragment
material specification
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